
Enabling a Federal Agency to Provide 
Tighter and More Responsive Airport 
Security  
“The PCoIP Hardware Accelerator card relieved the load on the internal 
CPUs and we saw immediate results, right off the bat.”

AT A GLANCE

Situation
ll Federal agency (airport security)

Challenges
ll Give airport agents instant, anywhere access to live and archived video 
surveillance files of check-in and baggage areas
ll Ensure flexibility for using all types of computing endpoint devices
ll Avoid risks of security leaks
ll Eliminate jittery video quality 

Solution
ll Virtual desktop infrastructure
ll Teradici® PCoIP® Hardware Accelerator Cards

Results
ll Architecture: Enabled successfully meeting desktop virtualization goals.
ll Forensic-quality viewing: Agents gained high-quality video experiences.
ll Security: Live and archived footage viewed by sending pixels only across 
the network (video files remain secure in the data center).
ll Mobility: Suspicious activity can now be viewed anywhere, using any device, 
without tethering employees to their PCs.
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Products used

PCoIP Hardware Accelerator Cards

Virtualization platform

VMware Horizon View

Airport agents require secure, instant access to video surveillance files from 
any location. In 2012, the federal agency responsible for citizen security realized 
that it needed to upgrade its desktop to meet ever-increasing security needs. 
The agency enlisted the help of its technology contractor, Siemens, to improve 
video surveillance capabilities. Siemens brought in Jacobs Technology, a provider 
of professional technical services to governments and corporations, to help 
overcome the agency’s challenges:

ll Device flexibility. Agency employees wanted to supplement the desktop PC 
environment with additional types of devices.

ll Security. Regardless of device, the agency needed highly secure remote access of 
video content. 

ll High-quality viewing experiences. Initial tests of alternatives showed jittery 
video that was considered “subpar.” The agency needed forensic-quality video 
supporting the identification of items and faces imperative for proper witnessing.

Jacobs Technology proposed a solution based on VMware Horizon View.  
Virtualized desktops added the flexibility for additional types of devices while 
ensuring secure, remote access. While this solution secured video footage and 
made it possible for staff to access surveillance video from any location in the 
airport, video quality was jittery and fell short of the forensic-quality requirements.

Jacobs Technology was already familiar with Teradici PCoIP technology, which 
the company had implemented previously in several federal and commercial 
initiatives. Gordon Powell, director of technical services for Jacobs Technology, 
identified the Teradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerator as a solution for the current 
challenges. 

The federal agency was hitting the limit of its server’s CPU computing capabilities, 
which in turn hindered its ability to deliver excellent video quality. Preliminary tests 
showed that, by relieving the server’s CPU from the PCoIP encoding tasks, the 
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator card could immediately overcome this barrier and 
improve video quality. Powell quickly enlisted the help of Teradici and continued 
testing.

“The APEX 2800 card relieved the load on the internal CPUs and we saw 
immediate results, right off the bat,” said Powell. However, it needed further 
performance improvements to meet the agency’s stringent requirements. Teradici 
sent in a technical expert from their Systems Engineering team to optimize the 
overall solution and achieve the required forensic video quality.

“Working with Teradici was easy,” added Powell. “They were very responsive and 
their depth of knowledge on the VMware infrastructure, the Windows environment, 
and, of course, their PCoIP protocol was invaluable and enabled them to help us in 
every aspect.”

“With the help of the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator 
for server offload, key individuals within the 
agency and the airport police can now access 
camera feeds remotely and securely.”
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The high-performance Teradici PCoIP protocol proved to be the best-performing 
remote display protocol for video use cases, and the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator 
made an immediate, measurable impact on video quality, ensuring the success 
of the agency’s VDI implementation. The Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) 
solution using the PCoIP protocol provided excellent security with upfront SSL 
authentication of remote connections from client devices back to the server. 
The PCoIP protocol also uses AES 128-bit encryption, which passes through 
the VMware View security server for end-to-end security that meets Federal 
Information Processing Standards (FIPS).

“With the help of the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator card, key individuals within 
the agency and the airport police can now access camera feeds remotely and 
securely,” said Gordon Powell. “In our line of work, we must enable our customers 
to maintain the highest level of security, which has proved to be a major benefit of 
the PCoIP protocol.”

With immediate access to video, agents are now able to respond regardless 
of where they are at any given moment. Forensic-quality video enables a fully 
mobile workforce, and lets authorized employees view and assess any video files 
remotely. With PCoIP technology, video files remain secure in the data center for 
maximum security.

Teradici and Jacobs Technology delivered a technology solution to the federal 
agency that met all of the requirements: highly secure local and remote access to 
both live and archived video footage. By overcoming video quality challenges, the 
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator has made it possible to move forward with VDI, which 
allows the federal agency to better serve the pubic with improved surveillance 
technology. The agency has expressed interest in expanding this solution to other 
airports across the U.S.
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